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How to arrange a different wedding ceremony, thatâ€™s a problem concerned by various brides-to-be.
For those native British, the first idea flashing in their mind at the topic of wedding may be hold such
a traditional wedding in a church. While this is quite normal, you may hardly find any essential
distinction for those wedding ideas. Here, if you donâ€™t care much about your wedding budget ,you
could follow the lead of those super stars, enjoying the Indian style wedding ceremony.

From the traditional sense of Indian that the union of a boy and a girl is the decree of Vishnu.
Wedding is a duty that everyone should performed during their life. So for such majestic and holy
affairs,  people would deal it seriously. Here I will say something about Indian wedding cards.

The Tradition And Etiquette

For traditional British wedding, the guests would always receive the wedding invitations from the
hosts in advance so that they would save the date for the big day. While for a Hindu wedding ,
wedding invitations would no doubt be necessary, while there are various differences in detail. The
new couple-to-be would be quite puzzled with the Indian tradition that the hosts of the wedding
should send out various wedding cards before the wedding ceremony. According to the custom,
wedding stationery should be sent in the name of groomâ€™s grandparents, parents, the groom himself
and the patriarch, that means the each guest would receive four wedding cards at each time. So
incredible rules .If you feel a little unacceptable for this ,if could simplify the fussy formality, just send
out those cardstocks in a traditional British way, but the design of those wedding cards are quite
amusing ,so we will talk it later.

The Design

Owned to the unique cultural deposits of India, the design of wedding cards would be quite different.
You know, for those native Indian female, wedding would be such a great affair, so they would like
their trousseau be rich and luxuriant. So the Indian wedding stationery would leave others a
impression of luxury and elegance. Another character of Indian Wedding cards should be that the
cardboards may be printed with intricate patterns. As is known for all ,India is famous for its old-line
and stunning pattern design. For the stationery, the designer would also like to print the intricate
patterns on the wedding invitations. Premium quality cardstocks elegantly decorated with
mysterious graphics ,diverting people in a magical country. Laser cut technology and gilding crafting
are widely used in Indian wedding cards in order to make sure the artwork is gorgeous enough. If
you want to learn more about Indian wedding, you may find those wedding stationery deeply
influenced by the local religion. Buddhism has exerted a subtle influence on the wedding invitations.
Fox example , elephant and lotus are two popular elements widely used in that. In the traditional
Buddhism, the elegant is a symbol of luck and happiness. Whatâ€™s more, lotus could stand for
innocence and purity. So those special logos convey those aspirations for a eternity romance.

What I have mentioned above is just a little part of Indian wedding stationery. There are more
interesting thing you could learn for the topic. So start your journey of discovery.
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